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EPSON SURECOLOR F2100 SERIES
Designed exclusively for direct-to-garment printing, the SureColor F2100 offers an entirely purpose-built system 
for high-quality prints at production speeds. Developed using the latest advancements in performance imaging, 
including Epson PrecisionCore TFP printhead and Epson UltraChrome DG garment ink technology, the SureColor 
F2100 achieves up to twice the speeds of their previous generation of DTG printers. Additional improvements — 
like a quick-load platen and robust Epson Garment Creator Software — take productivity even further, while the 
all-new integrated self-cleaning system means less downtime.

P R I N T E R



P R E - T R E AT

M&R EZPREP PRE-TREATMENT 
SYSTEM
EZPrep automatically pre-treats garments for use in 
direct-to-garment digital printing. EZPrep is designed 
to maximize print consistency, minimize overspray 
and eliminate guesswork from the pre-treatment 
process. Its consistent application of pre-treatment 
solution can reduce overall consumption, speed up 
production and decrease costs.

VIPER XPT1000 PRE-TREATMENT 
MACHINE 
Viper XPT1000 is a unique and easy to use pre-treatment 
machine that is efficient and at a price that is affordable 
for every DTG shop. 
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PRE-TREAT SOLUTIONS
Crisp images and bright colors all begin with the right pre-treat solution on your garment. Nazdar SourceOne is 
proud to offer a wide selection of OEM pre-treat solutions.

P R E - T R E A T

Lawson Silver Jet Lawson Zoom AE

LAWSON PRE-TREAT SPRAYERS
Lawson pre-treat sprayers come in a variety of options to suit all needs. Their all electric, industrial, state-of-
the art build is ideal for basic to sophisticated spraying. All feature an instant twist on/off spray nozzle that also 
allows for adjustable spray lengths. Compact and economical options suit various budgets and space constraints. 
Lawson pre-treat sprayers are consistent and fast, ensuring each job is done right.



H E A T  P R E S S

INSTA GRAPHIC SYSTEMS INSTA 158
The Insta 158 Digital Auto Release Digi-Press® offers one of the major benefits of an 
automatic machine - the auto-open feature - with the lightweight, ergonomic design 
of a manual clamshell heat press. The Insta 158 meets the demands of today’s busy 
retail environment and is also a practical solution to use as a pre- and post-curing 
agent for the expanding digital direct-to-garment marketplace.

INSTA GRAPHIC SYSTEMS INSTA 728
The Insta 728 is an Automatic Swing heat press with a 15” x 20” platen. This machine 
is a work-horse and renowned for being one of the most reliable and durable heat 
presses available. Since it is a pneumatic heat transfer machine, its air-driven 
operation prevents operator fatigue and promotes consistent production speed. 
The Insta 728 is used globally by contractors for many of the world’s leading clothing 
brands because of its fast recovery, accurate temperature, even pressure and its 
ability to generate consistent results under 24/7 use.

STAHLS’ HOTRONIX® HEAT PRESSES
Hotronix heat presses feature the world’s most innovative 
technology. Featuring auto-open and over-the-center 
pressure adjustment. All machines are made in the USA.

AIR FUSION
For high-volume operations

DUAL AIR FUSION
Two stations increase 

productivity

FUSION
Swinger and draw press 

in one

HOVER PRESS
Perfect for curing DTG inksStahls’ Hotronix Dual Air Fusion
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M&R GAS & ELECTRIC DRYERS
M&R offers a strong selection of gas and electric conveyor dryers. In keeping up with industry demands, M&R 
has built these dryers with the operator in mind, offering features like large color touchscreen control center, 
heavy-duty thermal insulation, Coolskin™ technology and the Patriot Belt™ which rides on SureTrak™ rollers. 
The dryers boast high production levels plus they are most energy efficiency in their class. 

BBC AEOLUS ELECTRIC DRYER
With the ability to cure plastisol, water based and 
direct-to-garment inks, the BBC Aeolus can do it all. 
BBC’s Edgemax™ technology gives you the highest 
quality, fastest cure and most consistent edge-to-
edge temperatures. All while avoiding downtime with 
TruTrak™, the most dependable, often imitated, belt 
tracking system. 

D RYE R

M&R Sprint 3000



Nazdar SourceOne is proud to offer digital technical support for several of the leading brand name 
equipment manufacturers that we sell. Once your equipment is delivered, our job isn’t done. Our 
goal is to help get your business up, keep running and expand into a profitable future.  

EXPERT INSTALLATION & ON-SITE TECHNICAL SERVICES
With a nationwide network of field support technicians, we are ready to work with you on your printer repair 
and preventive needs. The team can support you with qualified warranty service for EFI and Roland printers as 
well as remote assistance to help troubleshoot printer challenges and get you back to printing.

DEDICATED PHONE SUPPORT
Nazdar SourceOne’s Digital Technical Service team supports you with over 200 years of combined dedicated 
expertise. Our specialists can provide true issue resolution when you need it. Available across the country, 
they are ready to help troubleshoot your difficult ink and printer issues and will recommend solutions that fit 
your needs.

D IG ITAL  TEC H N IC AL SE RVIC E S

CONTACT THE EXPERTS

855-S1-TECHS (855-718-3247)
CALL

DIGITALTECH@NAZDAR.COM
EMAIL
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ABOUT NAZDAR SOURCEONE
Nazdar SourceOne is the leading supplier of screen and digital printing equipment, 

inks and supplies. We maintain relationships with the world’s foremost manufacturers, 

providing best-in-class technology and quality to specialty graphic printers in the 

United States, Mexico and Central America. With a network of 15 locations, 

we deliver localized inventory, superior customer service and expert technical 

support to the graphic, textile and industrial markets. 

NAZDAR SOURCEONE CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
SHAWNEE, KANSAS
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VISIT US ONLINE
SourceOne.Nazdar.com

CALL US
888-578-5713
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